
University considering merit scholarship program
By MARC DUVOISIN

Univeristy officials are
presently considering the

institution of a merit scholarship
program designed to "attract
talented high school students to
Hopkins," according to Academic
Services Director Larry Denton,
who authored a draft of the
proposed program which was
presented to the Committee on
Admissions and Academic

Services last Thursday.
Denton's proposal stipulated

that the program would begin

next fall, offering 50 scholarships

of $1000 each awarded solely on

the basis of scholastic ability,

with 25 going to incoming

freshmen and the remainder to

"resident upperclassmen." The

program would be expanded to

100 scholarships by " the fall of

1978."
Though lie admitted that

funds for the scholarships have

not yet been found. Denton

stressed that "the program would

not detract from the University's
financial aid effort."

"We're not yet near soliciting
funds for this," he explained.
"We're truly in the thinking stage

with this."
Both prospective and resident

students would apply directly for
the scholarships, which would be
awarded by a six-member faculty
committee appointed to review

applications by the Dean of Arts
and Sciences, according to

Denton's proposal.
According to Denton, such a

merit program is already in effect

at Duke Univeristy and the
Univeristy of Chicago. However,
admissions officials at Duke
maintained that the only merit
scholarships which the University
awards are "honorariums which
carry a sum of between $50
$100" and are not "comparable"

to the scholarships proposed by
Denton.

Denton felt that the program

would "aid in changing the

academic mix here," if some of

the scholarships represented
specific academic disciplines. "I
think it would appeal greatly to a
high school student to read about
a merit scholarship at Hopkins in

the Humanities, for example," he

said.
The idea of a merit program

was originally proposed last

January at a meeting of the

now-defunct Admissions

Committee by Professor Ric

Pfeffer, Political Science.
According to Gordon Calhoun,

then an undergraduate
representative to the committee,

the notion was supported by
Professor David Spring, History,

on the grounds that it would help

stem what Spring saw as a decline

in recpnt years of the reputation

of the University and the quality

of the undergraduate student

body.

Though Denton asserted that

he "had not read any such

sentiment" on the Committee on,

Admissions and Academic
Services in reaction to his
proposal, he agreed that "the
scholarships would tend to
increase the quality of the
student body here."
Glen Thomas, Director of

Admissions, however, disagreed
with Denton on the beneficial
aspects of the program. "I see
some problems with it...I'm
doubtful that this is the best way
to publicize our programs."
Though Thomas conceded that

the scholarships would serve to
"reward academic excellence in a
way which has always gone on at
the graduate level," and
"possibly help some financially
who are in the middle income
group," he stated that "both
these considerations—financial
and acallemic—cannot be
addressed by a single prop-am."

He contended that

publicization of Hopkins'

programs might be more wisely

effected by the Admissions
Office. "This office can make
some change, and we have, in
fact, already done so."

/ Direction

"We have not corrected the
public image of Hopkins as much
as I'd like to see," he continued,
"but we are heading in the right
direction."

In further comment on Den-
ton's proposal, Thomas noted, "I
don't know of any other Uni-
versity or college in our class that
uses this sort of program."

I Gimmick
"What I would be afraid of,"

he continued, "is that high
school students might regard it as
a gimmick to attract students,
and they might draw the con-
clusion that we're hard up for
students."

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"We've lost the guts of the

Environmental Engineering
program," said Gordon Wolman,
chairman of that department, in
reference to faculty shortages.
See page 4.
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ON THE INSIDE
A study by New York mag-

azine pans SATs. Furlongs per
fortnight? Quarts per hogshead?
See page 3.

Faculty shortages not to be alleviated totally by '74-'75
By ALAN HIRSCH

Faculty shortages in several of
Homewood's academic
departments which have resulted
In reductions in the departments'
course offerings will not be
completely alleviated by the next
academic year. disclosed George

Owen, Dean of Arts and
Sciences.
The inability of the University

to fill the faculty needs of the
departments is due, to a large
extent, to a freeze on the number

of faculty members at Hopkins at
288, which was instituted by

President Muller at the end of
'last year.

The departments most in need

of additional faculty include
Chemistry, Electrical
Engineering, Geography and
Environmental Engineering,

English, German, Philosophy.

Ivanhoe selected UGB chairman
By JAY GOODGOLD

At Tuesday's Union Governing
Board meeting, Bob Ivanhoe was
named chairman of the Board,
replacing Tim Oldfield, the
Board's first chairman.

Ivanhoe, a senior, has been a
member of the governing board
since last year, and has worked

extensively with programming in
the Rathskellar.

As far as the Board's future
plans are concerned, Ivanhoe
expressed hopes for closer
relations between the board and
the Student Council's social
committee.
"One long range goal I'm

striving for is an eventual de jure
merger between the Union
Governing Board and the Student
Council's social committee."

Ivanhoe also hopes to improve
the Board's relation with new
groups on campus.
"We would like to work more

carefully with the program of
groups; we can provide assistance
to them so we don't conflict,"
continued Ivanhoe.

In other business the Board
announced that Professors
Frances Rourke and Matthew
Crenson of the Political Science
Department will analyze election
returns from across the nation on
election night, November 5, 1974
in the Listening-Viewing room.

Aside from Rourke and
Crenson, several former
politicians in the Baltimore are
also being asked to speak in the
Listening-Viewing Room election
night, according to junior Bertha
Polin, head of the election night
forum.
"We're trying to get some

former politicians from the
Baltimore area. We might get

former Senator Joseph Tydings'

campaign manager to help in the

local races," she.commented.
,Pleased

Both Crenson and Alan

Sapakie, Hopkins Union

Director, were extremely pleased

by the Union expansion into

non-socializing activities.
"There ought to be an

opportunity for the Student

Union to provide for more than

social activities—the students are
interested in other things,"

Crenson said.
Sapakie agreed, stating that

he's "really excited about the

election night analysis. It should

be fun as well as educational.

This sort of thing is something I

hope the Union would get more

•into."
Also approved at the meeting

was a proposal to have Chuck

Jones, the originator of the Road

Runner cartoon series, speak in

the minimester course "History

of Animated Films." Five

hundred dollars has been set
aside for Jones' plane fare if he
accepts to speak. Dr. Richard
Macksey of the Humanities
Center and Hugh Kenner of
English originally proposed
having Jones speak.

Physics, Political Economy, and
Political Science, according to
Owen.
Owen indicated that

Geography and Environmental
Engineering has been hit the
hardest of these departments by
factlIty departures and noted that
the department's problems have
been complicated by the
suddenness of some of the
departures.
The department has three

vacancies, at present. Two
faculty members, Associate
Professor Loren Jensen and
Assistant Professor John
Ferguson, left at the end of last
year.

In addition, the department

See FACULTY, page 4 Gordon Wolman

Fall weekend begins tonight
By SUE EYRICH

Fall weekend begins tonight

with a square dance in the Great

Hall of Levering and climaxes

with the big Halloween Party in

the Union Saturday night.
Committee member Steve

Abrams said "Fall Weekend this

year was set up with the theme
of 'Return to Youth."
"We are mostly interested in

providing the students with

activities that they could engross
themselves in and have one
helluva good time," he said.

In addition to the Halloween
Party dance, the Chaplain's
Office and the Office of
Residential Life will be
sponsoring free films in Shriver
Hall including "Alice in
Won de rl a rid" on Friday and
"Wait Until Dark," "Phantom of
the Opera" and "The Pit and the
Pendulum" on Saturday night.

Saturday morning there will be
a Halloween party for the
children of members of the
Hopkins community. After the
football game Saturday
afternoon against the Fordham •
Rams, a "War on Campus" will
be staged.
A "Capture the Flag" war will

pit the sophomore and junior
classes against .the freshman and
senior classes. This will be held
on the Freshman Quad and the
infirmary has been alerted.

Concurrently on the baseball
field, a tug of war contest- will be
held. This activity consists of a
round-robin tournament between
six-person teams and will take
place all day.
The Saturday night Halloween

Party is the "mass extravaganza"
and the climas of the weekend.
"We will be taking over the entire
Union," said Abrams. "The

Halloween party features music
by a 'new' Ocean Rose and will -
include activities like the
"Costume Contest" to be judged
by Sapakie, Wolfe, and Coach
Gary Rupert, a beer drinking
contest spopsored by Delta
Upsilon ,Fraternity, and plenty of
apple cider, apple dunking and
pumpkin carving.
Sunday morning, the Class of

'77 is sponsoring an
all-you-can-eat Pancake Breakfast
with proceeds going to the Work
Study Program.

There is a sign up sheet at the
Desk for all these activities_ and
the Committee urges everyone to
participate. According to Mark

Warren, another committee

member, "the whole purpose is

to have alot of fun. There will be

lots of things to do," he

continued, "and they're all

throwbacks to childhood."
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DISPLAY THYSELF
Any student, faculty member,

administrator, or staff member of
the Johns Hopkins Univeristy
who would like to display art or
craft in the Hopkins Union or use
the display cases in the lobby of
the Union please contact Alan
Sapakie, Mitch Clarvit, or Tim
Oldfield in the Union.

classifieds
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST for
theses, dissertations, reports, term
papers, letters, etc. Greek letters,
math symbols available. Fast and
accurate - 6 years experience. Helen

Cox 377-9021

Typing done in my home. Accurate
typing—Manuscripts, Term Papers,
etc. 323-9072.

RESEARCH. Canada's largest

service. For catalogue send $2 to:

Essay Services, 57 Spadina Ave.,

Suite 208, Toronto. Ontario.

Canada.

SELLING: 1) DISTINCTIVE
SAMOVAR of pre-Russian
Revolution vintage, $195. 2,
BRAND NEW SKI BOOTS from.
Austria, men's size 10Y,111/2, $38.
3) BEIGE RUG 6 x 12, $30. 4)
NEW LARGE FAN with 5-yr.
guarantee, $11. Call 243-2602.

'-'1r.-1"2"1"/"W?"9"/"17:/

campus notes
MED RIDES

Going for a rned school
interview? On the second floor of
Mergenthaler, there is new
easy-to-use ride board just for
you. Check it out!

CHURCHILL SCHOLARSHIPS
November 15 is the

application deadline for the
Winston Churchill Foundation
Scholarships for graduate study
in Engineering, Mathematics, and
Science at Churchill College,
Cambridge University. England.
For more detailed information
and applications see Professor
Gabor Domokos, Department of
Physics.

BLUE GRASS
A Blue Grass group will play at

the graduate club from 10 til 2
on Friday, Oct. 25. Admission is
S.50

PHOTOGRAPHY--

Graduate school application
, pictures- dozen priced ;pass-

port pictures. Engagements,
weddings, publicity. Portraits
in time for holiday gifts. Join
those who say, ̀Best pictures
I ever had!' Appointments
day-nite and Sundays.

EDLAVITCH 764-0271

THE CATHOLIC COMMUNITY
ON CAMPUS

A FILM LITURGY

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27th 10:30am

LISTENING — VIEWING ROOM

HOPKINS UNION

This Liturgy will be repeated at 5:00pm in

the Newman House , 2941 N. Charles

FOOD SERVICES

A Favorite Rendez-Wu

for Hopkins Men

JIMMY WU'S:

NEW CHINA INN
Charles Street Below 25th

'JAI HIND
INDIAN RESTAURANT

5511 York Road

Open for Lunch
1:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Dinner 5:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Pizzas, Late - night snacks

PECORA'S
3320 Greenmount A venue

JAZZ LOVERS
Spend an evening "making"

jazz with four jazz musicians.
The DSRC and Office of
Residential Life are sponsoring a
discussion and demonstration of
jazz on Thursday. Oct. 31, at 8
pm in the Dormitory Social
Lounge. Admission is free.

TICKETS
Tickets to the following events

are now on sale at the Union
Desk:

1 0/25—Pie-eating contest in
the Ratliskellar

1.0/26—Beer drinking in front
of Levering

10/27—Pancake Breakfast in
Levering

1 0 / 29 —THE WIZ—discount
tickets to a new version of "The
Wizard of Oz" at the Morris
Mechanic Theatre.

There is a
difference/fl
PREPARATION FOR:

MCAT
DAT
LSAT
CRE

ATCSB
OCAT
CPM
REX

ECRU
NAIL MED DOS

Over 35 years
of experience
and success

Small classes

•
Voluminous home
study materials

•
Courses that are
constantly updated

•
Make-ups for
missed lessons

For complete information call:

(301) 530-0211
Md. — D.C. — Va.

Branches in Major Cities in USA

stonley h. kaplan
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.
TUTORING AND GUIDANCE SINCE 19311

12 /11 --MISS MOFFAT,
starring Bette Davis at the
Mechanic Theatre. Discount
tickets are available.
12 / 13 —GEORGE

HARR I SONat the Capital
Center. Sign-up and pay at the
Desk before Nov. 1.
The Baltimore Symphony

Orchestra—tickets are available
for all performances, at all prices.
11/8—BREWER & SHIPPLEY

at Gaston Hall in D.C.
11/22 HARRY CHAPIN at

Gaston Hall.

MEDS DISCUSS
AED is sponsoring discussions

with med students in the
Listening-Viewing Room on
Tuesday, Oct. 29 (basic science
years) and Thursday, Oct. 31
(clinical years), at 7:30 pm. Both
sessions open to all interested.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE ;tt2

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for

research assistance only.

DARKROOM EQUIPPER
Anyone interested in planning

the equipment for the darkroom
in the Hopkins Union please
contact Alan Sapakie, ext. 1356,
or come to a meeting on Thurs.,
Oct. 24 at 12:30 in the Union.

AIRBORNE
Anyone interested in

sky-diving, flying, sliding, or
hang-gliding plese contact Paul

Heck at Box 291 or Dante

Landucci at Box 589. We may be
reached at 462-2334 evenings.

"Looking For
a Roommate?"

"The
Roommate
Connection"

is a referral service agency.

Clients have the option of
accepting or rejecting prospective
roommates.

"The
Roommate
Connection"

has up to date listings available.
The foe Is reasonabto

41 the service Is
accurate.

Call us Tues.
Thurs. or Sat.
10 A.M.-7 P.M.
323-9220
- •

rfayspirs

We specialize in
RARE ROCK,
JAZZ, CLASSICAL
AND BLUEGRASS Records & Tapes

711 W. 40 St. The Rotunda 366-1250

Where To Buy It

GURUICA
Natural Food Store
2322 N.Cbarles St.

Mon - Sat 10-6

235-1014 _

BOOKS

ALLEN'S BOOKSHOP

Baltimore's Newest

Used Book Store

344 E. 33rd Street

243-4356

Used & Rare, Old & Out-of-print

John P. Goch.

SERVICES

APPALACHIAN
OUTFITTERS
Adventure Sports &

Wilderness Camping Specialists

465-7227

8563 Balto Nat'l Pike

FREE RETAIL CATALOG:
Pipes, waterpipes, bongs,
cigarette papers, rolling machines,
superstones, clips, underground
comix, etc: Grabriella's Goodies,
Box 434, HollywoodCa. 90028

PROMOTE YOURSELF

If you are looking for career
opportunities in sales,

management, or other professional
positions, then why not advertise'

your qualifications *directly

to 10,000 private and public

employers that thei monthly

Personnel Job Guide magazine.
789 - 7933 

The 31st Street Shop
425 E. 31st Street

-unusual collection of books
and authors

- hard to find periodicals

- children's favorites in
hardback & paper

- wide selection of Plants

. :PHOTOGRAPHY

'PASSPORT & GRAD SCHOOL- -
APPLICATION PHOTOS
(John Gach Bookshop)
3322 Greenmount Ave.

Mon., Thurs., & Sat. 5-6 pm

467-8759

CHEAPEST PRIC IN TOWN"

CLEANERS

WATERBEDS
2435 Maryland Avenue

366-6110
NOVEMBRE WATERBEDS

Complete Laundry Service
WAVERLY

LAUNDROMAT
3330 Greenmount Avenue

24 Hr Processing -
, Color Prints at $.19

ZEPP PHOTO
3042 Greenmount Ave

Discounts to Hopkins People

SERVICE PHOTO
3011 Greenmount:235-6200

KODAK PROCESSING
24 hr slides 48 hr prints

CUSTOM B&W
Special enlarging' contact sheets

FILMS
Kodak - Agfa - I1 & W Control

CAMERAS
889-3831

3322 Greenmount Avenue

467-4344

A
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Circus, over-expenditures, help cause Fair deficit
. Last year's Spring Fair, "3400
On Stage," incurred a deficit of
roughly $2300 largely because of
the circus the Fair sponsored and

because of over-expenditures in

certain areas, Sue Blum, 1974

Fair chairwoman, announced

yesterday.
The circus lost $3000 Blum

revealed and was far and away
the largest single factor in

dragging the Fair budget down
into the red. The circus was

contracted in January for $3500
and was initially signed, in part,
as a money-making venture for
the Fair.
Blum explained that after the

circus, the principal cause for the

defecit was the unauthorized

expenditures made by various

members of the Fair Board.
"People who were not

authorized to spend did so,

especially students involved in

security and plant planning,"
Blum said. Because unauthorized

expenditures were made, neither
she nor budget chairwoman

Abby Preschel could keep an

accurate count of just how much

money was being spent.
Blum stated, "I take partial

responsibility for the financial

losses, although alot of it was

beyond my control."
Expenditures on security and

plant planning ran $1700 over

the original budget allotment,

although roughly $700 of the

overrun was anticipated for

capital investments and will be

covered by this year's Fair
bt`I' dget.

Preschel asserted that she had
made it clear to the people on
the Fair Board that all
expenditures should be cleared
through her.
However, she claimed that

often people "had things cleared
through me after someone else
had cleared it and the

expenditure had been made."
"We told everybody how

Much they were allotted to

spend, but at the last minute,

things cropped up," she

continued.
Preschel indicated that Charles

Burhan, who was one of the two

students in charge of security and
plant planning was one Fair

Board member who did make

some unauthorized expenditures.

She added that much equipment

was lost by Burhan, adding
additional expenses to the Fair.

Preschel also admitted that she
is "responsible for alot of it [the
cost overrun]."
Burhan disclosed that he

believes he "could have done a
better job."
"With greater effort, I could

have cut down on many overall

costs," he stated.
He added, though, that "we

had overruns in terms of what
was originally budgeted, not
what was expected."

The major expense incurred by
the plant operations was the
laying of electrical cables for
power for food booths spread
out over the campus.

Preschel also indicated that the
Fair could have run an even
higher defecit, had it not
generated more money than was
anticipated—about $2000 more.
The Midway booths also

overran their budgeted
allotments according to Blum,
although not to a significant
degree

McCarthy calls for federal power balance
Former U.S. Senator Eugene

McCarthy called for a restoration

of the Constitutional balance of

powers in the federal government

through a decrease in the power

of the Presidency as one means

of treating the country's Rolitical

ailments, Tuesday evening in

Shriver Hall.
McCarthy also told the

audience of 700 people that the

U.S. political system must

become open enough \ to

accomodate third parties and

that the dominance of the

military and the giant

corporations must be limited

before significant changes in the

country's social, political, and
economic life can be effected.

.Congress

His speech centered on the
idea that the President must once
again govern with the other
branches of the government as
prescribed by the Constitution

and that the Congress must

assume the role in the
government that the Constitution
provides.

According to McCarthy, Harry
Truman was the constitutional
president of the United States,

the last president to maintain his
office in accordance with the
Constitution.
Presidents Eisenhower,

Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon all
executed their offices without
regard for the separation of

powers within the government,
often ignoring the Congress, as
evidenced in the negotiation of
treaties, McCarthy contended.

In addition, Presidents
Johnson and Nixon personalized
the office to the extent that it
over- extended the bounds of the
Constitution.

"Nixon's personalization went
to the point where he began to
suggest that all governmental
institutions should be a
projection of his person," noted
McCarthy.
Nixon's appointments of

personal associates who merely

served as extensions of himself to
various positions in government

demonstrated "a lack of respect
for the institutional relationships
and definitions that are
fundamental to the operation of
the American Constitutional
system," he continued.
He also observed, though, that

the Congress has "followed a

policy of irresponsibility" in the

past. The parties and

consequently the Congress must

make a committment to insure

that the legislative branch gets

and uses the power which is
rightfully its own, according to
the Constitution.

In his speech he denounced
the recently enacted law for
federal financing of national
elections, claiming that the law
discourages and discriminates
against third parties.
"As we approach 1976, we

have to give some very hard
thought to the process of
politics. We are in danger of
freezing into a two party
system."

Honorary president of the
Committee for a Constitutional

Presidency, McCarthy indicated

before his speech that he is

already in the process of seeking

the Presidency in 1976, strictly

as an independent candidate. Eugene McCarthy

Validity of SATs questioned
By LAINY STEPHANS

A recent study conducted by

Steven Brill, published in New

York magazine, calls into
question the validity of SAT

scores as a major criterion in the

college admission process.
Brill asserts that the College

Brown speaks on homosexuality
By GAIL INGBER

Dr. Howard Brown. Chairman
of the National Gay Task Force
and professor of public
administration and social
medicine at New York University
School of Medicine, spoke
Wednesday at the Milton S.
Eisenhower Symposium on
''Changing Attitudes on
Homosexuality".
Brown, labeling himself as a

"representative for lesbians and
homosexuals who feel they
cannot speak out." pointed out
that the traditional hatred of
society towards homosexuals has
resulted in a double life for
homosexuals.
"We lived on the other side of

an awesome silence, having been
forced to hide our real selves," he
said.

When defining homosexuality,
Brown cautioned the audience
'to distinguish between 'engaging
Ill homosexual acts' and being a
homosexual." He went on to say
that it is quite possible for one to
have not engaged in homosexual
acts and be heterosexual and still

regard one's self as a homosexual.
Citing the example of frequent
homosexual acts in prisons and

mental institutions, Brown

emphasized that"most of these

men are bi-sexual."
"Sexual and affectional

preferences" are what

distinguished a homosexual,

according to Brown.
He continued by explaining

that the problems of
homosexuals have often been
attributed "solely to society's
attitudes." Two common
stereotypes exist, according to
Brown: that homosexuals are
effeminate, tending toward
transvestism and that
homosexuals sexually molest
children. "The effeminate boy
represents society's
expectations," he said. He

pointed out that these

stereotypes play a large role in
the lives of gay people and make
the process of establishing an
identity very difficult for
homosexuals.
Another problem that

homosexuals encounter is rooted

in the literature on
homosexuality, written mainly
by psychiatrists who label
homosexuals as "sick". Brown
said that this literature was "the .

least accurate • and the least

scientific of anything written on

the subject." He described this as

a "disgraceful chapter in the

history of medicine" and added
that "too many of us believed

what was written."
• Gay.

Brown referred to a recent

Kinsey study, the findings of

which "enable gay people to

believe they are part of

humanity." Mentioning the Gay
Rights Movement, Brown noted,
"we had to learn to change our
attitudes toward ourselves."
Brown said that the Feminist
Movement was instrumental in
freeing gay people from conflicts
associated with their role as
homosexuals.

Society's changing, attitudes
toward homosexuals are reflected
in three facets of society,
according to Brown: the Church,
the Law, and Health Services.

Board Examinations

administered by Lhe Education

Testing Service (ETS) are only 36

percent valid, while the Law

Boards are 45 percent valid.

The ETS admits there is

approximately a two-in-three

chance that a student's "true"

score— if outside influences and

guessing could be

eliminated—would be within a

sixty point range of his reported

score.
Officials of the ETS stated

that up to a 70-point difference

between two students' scores is

statistically meaningless and

"should not be taken seriously."
Although one institution,

Bowdoin College in Maine, has
eliminated its SAT requirements,
Hopkins Director of Admissions

Glen Thomas sees the College
Boards exam as useful.
"We get applications from

1200 different high schools
across the country and it is useful
to have the SAT as some sort of
national norm to use," Thomas
said.
"We have always felt that the

score from a three hour period is

useful as an external measure,

but secondary school records are

a much more valid predictor of a

student's work. Factors on a

three hour test do not have the

same impact on a four year

period in high school," he

asserted.
.The median SAT scores of this

year's freshman class are 605 on

the verbal section and 660 on the

math, Thomas revealed. He

added that there is no cut-off

point for low scores.
Although an ETS study

revealed that there is a direct

correlation between

socio-economic status and test

scores, Thomas stated that his

office takes this into account in

the admissions process. "In these

instances we are willing to look

at the entire academic

background and not use the SAT

scores in the same way." He cited

the example of several feshmen

admitted this year, who were

native speakers of other

languages than English, but had

received 700 on the math section

of the exam.

*1• in 6'.
The article quotes William

Angoff, director of the College

Board programs as estimating

that there is a "one-in-six

probability that a student who

scores a 600 on one day could

take another SAT the next day

and get a 500 or a 700."

Overlook
Thomas concurred that many

applicants have varying scores.
"We look at all the scores but
don't necessarily figure the
average. We realize students can
get another set of scores the next
day." He added widely varied
scores are usually overlooked.
Martha Roseman,

undergraduate advisor, said she
feels the SAT scores are useful in
adivising students before they
come here. "I use the scores to
help in placing students in the

proper level of courses!
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'The mobility of the faculty has been decreasing'
• FACULTY, from page 1

was unable to fill a vacancy frorb
-the previous year. The failure of
the Academic Council to approve
the department's hiring and
promotion recommendations
helped precipitate the departure
of the two junior faculty
members.
The three vacancies in that

department caused an
attrition of the Environment.
Engineering program iwthe
department.
"We're out a whole

.because we don't have anyone in

.the area," stated Dr. Gordon
Wolman, Chairman of Geography
and Environmental Engineering..
"We've lost the guts of the
Environmental Engineering chairmen:
program," Wolman added. Both Dr. Brown
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area

• Are you tired of being hassled
in single's bars? kin us —

1
1 7:30 DOORS OPEN 8:15 DOORS CLOSE I
ll Parish Hall First Unitarian Church :
I Charles & Hamilton Sts. .
1 $3.00 Admission Every saturday nite.. 1
1. ells all go .. MI IM. Min ... .. .."MI M. I= an 11.I ===== .. a. an a. I

LIBERATED SINGLES.,

Wolman said that at least twoj
faculty members are needed
immediately to teach in this area.

However, Owen said that he
could not guarantee the filling of
those positions this year.
Wolman stated that the direct

result of the shortage in his
department has been the
department's inability to offer
certain courses, and the effect on
graduate students in the
Environmental Engineering area
who are left without anyone to
supervise their prbgrams.
Shortages in the other

departments, while not as
extensive as in Geography and
Environmental Engineering, have
also had serious repercussions,
according to their department

Murr.

• I

II

where you can meet people and
rap without role playing in our discussiont.:
group focusing on the single experience.

QUESTION:

WHAT DO

KODAK & HANES
HAVE IN COMMON?

ANSWER:

EID 11-1 011-
11- CAVE
Send PHOTO TEASE a picture or photo of your boat. car.
bride, high school sweetheart, favorite pinup. ANYTHING
. . and well print it on a top quality t-shirt in its arjz_ial
full color or black and white. A GREAT GIFT ITEM!

PHOTOS REPRODUCED ACTUAL SIZE
(81/2 x 11 or smaller) and RETURNED UNHARMED
Just in—L.S: Wh. Sweat Shirt with Photo S9.00L--

Send check or money order to:
PHOTO TEASE. Box 1152. Balto . Md. 21203 please send Me_ shirts

at $7.50 i plus 400 han-
dling . TOTAL AMT.
Specify no ( )S ( )M
( )L ( )XL ( )CHILD
(Md. resdn I add 30.2 tax in)

Sdk-screen work also avadable

Zip

Allow 2 3 !A/i,k,, for Del.vory

* * ...... • 0'

$$$$$$$
ELECTION NIGHT — POLL HOP

PHOTO CON TEST — CASH PRIZE
SUMMER NEWSPAPER JOBS (JR./SR.)

EXPERIENCED PAINTER
CASHIER (DELICATESSEN) $3.00

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION $3.50

TYPIST (DICTAPHONE) $3.50
BUSBOYS/DISHWASHERS $3.00

PARK TECHNICIANS $3.25

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

GARLAND HALL

Chaiiman of the Chemistry
Department, and Dr. Aihud
Pevsner, Physics Chairman,
agreed with Wolman that the
shortages seriously undermine
heir departments' effectiveness in
undergraduate course offerings
and graduate student advising.
Though Owen again said that

he could not be sure that the
needs of the departments could
be met this year, he did reveal
that the basic sciences-chemistry,
biology, physics, and
mathematics—will probably be
the University's primary concern.
"Every department that has a

vacancy is not wrong when they
say they have a legitimate need,"
observed Owen.

However, he explained that
the number of faculty members
the University will be able to hire
next year will be largely
determined by the faculty
turnover. Final information on

turnover rate
percent; last
percent.
The Philosophy department is

also short two faculty members
and "in some sense three,"
disclosed department chairman
Dr. Peter Achinstein.

Dr. Lawrence Davis, Assistant
Professor specializing in ethics,
will leave at the end of this year,
leaving a void in the department
in the philosophy of ethics, while

turnover will not be known until
April, he said.

In addition, he indicated that
because of uncertain econmic
conditions throughout the
country, fewer and fewer faculty
members are switching schools.
Three years ago, 35 faculty
members left Hopkins, 34 left
two years ago, and 27 departed
last year, supporting Owen's
contention that the "mobility of
faculty has been decreasing." The

is normally 12
year it was 9

becoming the department's third
vacancy.
The other two vacancies stem

from the departure two years ago
of Dr. Harry Silverstone who
also specialized in ethics, and the
retirement of Dr. Maurice
Mandelbaum last year.

English'
The English Department is

short two full professor and will
probably fill its vacancy in
Renaissance Drama, said
Chairman Dr. Ronald Paulson.
The lack of a Renaissance

Dramatist and a Romantics
Professor for the last two years
has seriously curtailed the
Department's ability to offer
graduate level courses in these
areas and allow graduate students
to write dissertations in these
areas, Paulson continued. He
added that the shortages have not
adversely affected undergraduate
programs.
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FALL WEEKE
ftiavile
FRIDAY:

"ALICE IN WONDERLAND" at MIDNIGHT

IN SHRIVER HALL.

SATURDAY:

'PIT AND THE PENDULUM"
AND

"PHANTOM OF THE OPERA"

IN THE LISTENING—VIEWING ROOM

9:00 - 12:00 P.M.

" WAIT UNTIL DARK " at 12:30 P.M.

IN SHRIVER HALL.

SPONSORED BY OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL

LIFE, D.S.R.C., CHAPLAINS OFFICE

wittoweep

sQuA,RE OCT 25 8PMDA cE
GREAT HALL

RALPH CASE REFRESHMENTS

SAT OCT 26 IN THE STUDENT UNION 
REFRESHMENTS

754 NO COSTUME
MOVIES

504 W/ COSTUME
GAMES

254 NUDE

A

CAPTURE -PIE FLAG — SOPHOMORES AND IUNIORS
VS.

FRESHMEN AN') SENIORS,
4:30 P.M., SATURDAY IN THE GILMAN QUAD.

TUG OF WAR — SIX PERSON TEAMS. SIGN UP IN
LEVERING HALL

COSTUME CONTEST — AT THE HALLOWEEN PARTY,
GREAT PRIZES!!!!

LOTS OF GREAT PRIZES FOR ALL CONTESTS!!
IF YOU DIONT SIGN UP SHOW UP ANYWAY!!

UCEAN
113,BE

RETURNS TO THE GREAT HALL

S1\7 UtRI)Ai cv.00

PIE
EATING
CONTEST

FRI OCT 25 9 PM
50t ENTRANCE

FEE
RATHSKELLAR

PANCAKE
11tH

SUNDAY 10:30-2:30
$2.0 0

LEVERING CAFE

Forget the TV's. Sam. Bargains abound at Fall
Weekend .Slim Says to hurry on down.

BEER
DRINKING

CONTEST
SHOTS

EVERY

15

SECONDS

FASTEST

PITCHER

$1.00 ENTRANCE FEE

LEVERING 10:00 PM

Pumpkin Carving Contest
drop 'ern off at Great Hall

by Saturday Noon!!

SIDIP MI/onkel) SUNDAY - GLASS PAVILLON

RODEO RICK
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nay!
The most disturbing thing about the merit scholarship

proposal presently under consideration— apart from the
obvious ethical question it raises—is the fact that it represents
a policy of compromise. Those involved with the proposal
point to it as the solution to various problems, to wit, wide-
spread misconceptions about the Hopkins undergraduate pro-
gram, the supposed decline in the quality of the student body
here, and the lack of financial aid reserves for middle income
families. But it is, at best, a roundabout method of handling
these problems.

Misconceptions concerning academic programs at Hopkins
will only be erased by a more rigorous recruiting effort by
the Admissions Office, which is several years behind the
times in that area. A rise in finanicial aid to middle income
groups will be most fairly effected by an increase in financial
aid resources here, not by a merit scholarship. program, as
such reasoning would presuppose that academic potential is
indigenous to the middle class.

Furthermore, the notion of "buying brains" gnaws on the
imagination of undergraduates here who detect no decline in
the quality of the student body and whose sensibilities are
understandably affronted by the implications of such a merit
program.
The merit scholarships emerge from scrutiny as a short cut

to the solution of various problems, which will doubtless
provide another example—if one were needed—that things
should be done correctly or not at all.

Qui coupait le fromage? 

And for the freshmen, a special surprise...
By BILL McKEY

Ever since the beginning of the
present school year, the question
" Will Ocean Rose get back
together again?" has been
frequently exchanged between
those_ who are familiar with the
band and have rocked out to their
sounds in the past. The answer is a
most definite "yes," and the band
members themselves feel they're as
good as ever.

Questions such as the one above
were prompted by the loss of
certain members of the group at
the end of last year. Bruce Katz,
who played piano and bass, split to
attend the Berkeley School of
Music in Boston. Kurt Stumpf, a
guitarist who lent great depth to
the band, graduated last year and
went north to seek employment
after staying in Baltimore for the
summer adn playing with a R & B
group called Lundon Fugg. In
addition, drummer-vocalist Steve
Jones has left Ocean Rose, opting
instead to play for Rodeo Rick,
another favorite group of the
Hopkins community, in which his
singing, drumming, and guitar
playing talents can really be turned
loose.

The backbone of Ocean Rose
has remained, however. Milton
Reder (lead guitarist/vocalist), Jim
Owens (lead singer), and drummer

Bruce Landolt are still •around,.
along with the long, cool, winding
saxophone of Chuck Swartley.
And being the progressive,
forward-looking musicians they
are, they have re-formed. Versatile
Dennis Perman, of Perman and
Clarvitt fame, was picked up to
play bass and sing, being a superb
bass player as well as an excellent
guitarist.
Female vocalist Leslie Oscar

(who draws all the posters
advertising Ocean Rose's gigs) will
also be singing on some numbers,
filling out the tight, soaring
harmonies that are a main feature
of the group's vocal routines.
The original Ocean Rose was

formed two year ago this coming
weekend. The band members at
that time were Bruce Landolt
(drums), Jim Owens(lead vocals),
Milt Reder (guitar/vocals), Bruce
Katz (piano/ bass), and Kurt
St umpf (guitar). Later that year
Steve Jones was added to play
drums and sing, and last year
Chuck Swartley came into the
group to play sax. It was shortly
after this that one of the groups
original compositions, "Television
Joy" (music by Bruce Katz, lyrics
by Jim and Milt), was recorded on
a 16-track master-tape and
distributed for radio airplay in the
Baltimoe area.

letters to the editor
To the Editor:
As a new Union was being

completed, musicians at Hopkins
anxiously awaited available
practice rooms on campus. I was
one of these few who was relieved
that I wouldn't have to go to
another school or to a church in
order to practice. However, when
the Union was completed, I was
shocked at the impracticality of
the rooms. First, Hopkins should
have realized that three practice
rooms would not be sufficient for
an undergraduate population of
over 2000. Moreover, the pianos
purchased are second rate and are
continually out of tune. But the
xeaX "bac -xs that the coo•chs axe

Tuesday's News-Letter, "Much of If we are concerned about
this information is wrong," why tuition increases, we should be
were the reports presented at all, willing to support policies (such as
public or private? the new library admissions policy)
Dean George Owen stated in the which cut operational costs

same article, "The students should without imparing, and perhaps
have enough faith in their increasing, the effectiveness of
representatives to know they are University services to the Hopkins
doing the job here." Granted. We community. A detailed publication
should, and it would be nice. But of all admissions policy is being
its like leaning on a moonbeam in jointly prepared by myself and the
the night—oh so iffy. library administration.

Tom Melia To condemn the new admissions
policy because of some altruistic
vision of Hopkins' duty to educate
the world only serves to illustrate
the rampant misconceptions about

To the Editors:
It has been my experience that

institutions of higher learning (or
institutions of lower learning for
that matteT , such as aementaty

them, but nothing was done about
soundproofing the rooms (which is
the difference between having
three separate rooms and having
three pianos in one room). As a
result, students are continually
being denied the use of the rooms.
Be it a luncheon for the Board of
Trustees or for the showing of a
movie, I was thrown out of the
rooms four times last week because
the Bach French Suite which I was

playing was annoying. Also, there
are only three pianos and one of
them is continually being used in
the Rathskellar and therefore
unavailable. I am wondering why
The Johns Hopkins University
couldn't build practical practice
rooms? It seems as though the
practice rooms along with The
Rathskellar and the
Listening-Viewing Room, were
built for display rather than for
student use. I realize that having
the rooms is better than not having
any, but if a large number of the
. musicians-- on campus must still go
elsewhere to practice, what use do
they serve?

James Shelley '77

To the Editors:
SC task force presents scademic

reports to AC. What about
presenting something to SB—the
student body? Since the start of
school we've been listening to
Andy Savitz & Co. promote these
reports as dynamite revelations
that'll really make the faculty a
responsible bunch. I'd be happy to
start smaller—make the Student
Council accountable first; then
worry about other things.

In my admittedly limited
experience at Hopkins thus far, I
have not seen a lot of what you
might call popular support for the
Student Council. If this elitist,
secret-repoft policy is continued,
then the Council leaders will
isolate themselves completely from
their constituents. This will—if it
hasn't yet—void the oft made claim
that they speak for all students,
narrow their power base in the
eyes of the administration, and
severly limit their effectiveness as a
channel of communication
betwem faculty and students.

For a democratic organization
of any kind to function properly,

an informed electorate is vital. But
perhaps even more important are
intelligent and efficient leaders. If,
as Leah Seidenfeld said in

ropxL UT ilL.L lull, (.11,Uiitjuiu at
attempt to investigate the facts

nortiment to that tonic or action.pert 
simplistic tenet of basic

learning theory has obviously been
overlooked by Mssrs. Liefmann,
Harvey, Barbera, and Ms. Haraway
in their statement condemning the
new admissions policy at the MSE
Library. Several facts should be
brought to their attention, and to
the attention of everyone at
Hopkins.
The MSE Library is not a public

library, such as Enoch Pratt, but a

privately funded researchlibrary
designed (and financed) to meet the
needs of a specific clientele, the
Hopkins community. The move to
controlled admissions was not an
attempt to further consolidate
Hopkins' stranglehold on recorded
knowledge, but to cut down on
library operating costs and hence
to offer more complete services to
the Hopkins community who pay
for the library.

Citizens in the community at
large were previously allowed to
make use of all serives available in
the library with the exception of
borrowing. Not the least of these
services was the subsidized
xeroxing. (S.05) The cumulative
effect of open admissions is not
only a financial drain on such
services, including staff processing
of books, but a long range drain on
the supply of books available. If
books must be replaced more
often, because of added handling,
there is less money available for
new ones. It is as simple as that. If
the members in the community at
large wish to use our private
library, they should be willing to
help support it financially. This
arrangement is fully provided for
in the new policy. For a fee ,,of
$100 per year, the doors to MSE
fly open for the non-Hopkins
community member. In addition
inter-library loan provisions and
cooperative research exist between
Hopkins and most colleges and
universities in the area. If the MSE
has a book not available in other
college libraries in the region, a
letter from the librarian of the
student's institution will admit the
student. The MSE has been used
by the community as a social area,
a study hall, and a xerox terminal.
What all this means is that anyone
who wishes to research materials
available exclusively in the MSE
can usually find a way. We only
wish to exclude persons who
misuse the library.

the purpose of the IIYAISE. It also
ittustx ate% the kihd. of

University offers. You and .1pay.
If anyone has further questions

or arguments about the admissions
policy, or the library in general,
my office hours are 2-3 on
Wednesday in the Student Council
Office, Levering Hall.

Steve Lovejoy
Undergraduate Advisory Committee

Box 662 Gilman

up, no never go to school...?"
Somewhere locked in the cellars of
this 1984 kingdom is the key to
staying young and free. But they
won't let us. We must grow up as
cogs in their production machine
and sit in our own little houses gon
ing, "there's no place like home."
Well I would rather go to
Never-Never Land and eat some
cake. And I love Tiger Lilly.

But their little game does not
stop here. The mind-boggling
effects of televison work by
commission as well as omission. By
virtue of constant reruns, the
industry (of military- industrial

To the Editor:
For a long time, we have all

been sitting on our proverbial
posteriors while the world has been
passing us by. Now, however, our
time has come to act against
repression, suppression, depression
and sloth. A devious, underhanded,
facist conspiracy has been brought
to light. It is a plot orchestrated by
our government and the powers
that be, and by our silence we con-
done it. Our youth is being robbed
from us by sister forces that we
must rise up against and crush.
Our minds are tender

instruments that can be easily
ruined or rendered useless to us.
They can, by various means of
control, be twisted, mishandled,

• and brought into line with what
- they want us to be. I refer to the
massive attempt to keep Peter Pan
away from youth, you and me, and
all the children of today. Every
year, someone crawls into our
homes over the air waves
proclaiming, "There's no place like
home, there's no place like home."
But what ever happened to the
beautiful sound of "I won't grow

complex lame) is trying to turn US
aIX h‘tov.at.t:e_ske1.1%.. As we all

to" try to Mange us all Is our
look around. See adanger. Yet,

mile ur.mcqueuusricsN ILGIV , a iittic

obnoxiousness there, pampering,

pandering, nasty, squiddy; why the
Eddie Haskell in all of us is being
brought to the fore front. Any
everywhere you look the Beaver
Cleavers of the world are being
stepped on and crushed.
"But what can I, the little guy

do to stop this?" you may ask. The
answer is clear. Bowling. Go to the
gym and grab a ball and start
throwing it around. Laugh, dance,
break those alleys apart. Take the
wood and go have a campout.
Make a deck of cards and play all
night. Put out the fire with squirt
guns and then go climb a tree.
Take off your shoes and you can
live in a tree. The essence of our
youth is in pleasure. If rationality
is the means to their ends, then we
must be crazy. They can't
understand it and they can't
control it, and this alone can set
you free. Captain Hook tried to
beat us down and he lost his battle.
But Peter hasn't won the war yet.
He's still waiting for us in
Never-Never Land, and if we don't
hurry, it may be too late to join
him. _
It may be miles beyond the moon,

Or right there where you stand.
Just keep an open mind

And then suddenly you 7! find
Never-Never Land.

Sincerely,
Mark Warren

The change in the band, then,
from last year to this, is mainly
one of instrumentation. Ocean
Rose has gone from two
drummers, two guitarists, bass,
piano and saxophone to one
drummer, one guitar, bass and
saxophone. The amount of vocal
talent available, however, is
probably greater than ever before.

This has caused many changes
not only in the way the group
performs, but in its repertoire as
well. With fewer instrumentalists,
Ocean Rose will lean less toward
instrumental jams and more
toward intricate vocal work. And
with Jim, Milt, Leslie and Dennis
all singing, the group bas.a huge
reservoir of vocal talent to draw
upon.

For this reason, the band will be
playing more R & B and funky
jazz,and less rock numbers with
longinstrumental breaks.

An example of the new way in
which the band fits together is that

ui Milton Reder, formerly Ocean
Rose's featured soloist. Now, with
less instrumentation, Milt will be
using his guitar mainly to keep up
the back-beat, and the job of
featured instrumental soloist will
fall to Chuck Swartley and his
saxes.

Talking to Jim Owens, one gets
the impession that the main
emphasis among the band members
is on change, progress.

"We're all continuing to work
on our chops, and working
together on tighter harmonies, as
well as constantly reassessing our
reasons for performing."
He adds: "We're determined not

to cast ourselves only as a dance
band. We want to practice more,
and originate more new material,
rather than just assume, the role of
Hopkins' house band."
What does the future hold for

Ocean Rose? One possibility is a
stronger move toward jazz, sparked
by the possible addition of an

' Jim Owens
excellent jazz keyboard man, Mark
Rhodes, slated for sometime later
this fall. Mark currently performs
with a top 40's band in the
Baltimore-Washington area.
Whatever happens, Ocean Rose

is bound to be a gas to dance and
listen to, so con:I.e.-on down to the
great hall of Levering at 9
tomorow night and lend an ear. If
their practice sessions are any
indication, they'll be fantastic, and
you're sure to love 'em. They can
roll like a freight train, soar like an
eagle, or lie plain low down and
funky. They'll knock your socks
off.

Living outside the laws-honestly
By D. H. WARREN

Sunlight in shafting beams,
shining through dirty windows.

Outside—long—hair, fuzzy—face
Jays of lost blue whistle as
discarded militant papers fly to the
command of the wind. Squirrels
grab passing- acorns, only to
scamper, to run, to scurry across.
Inside—cramped, lectured,

broken. The 175 pens scribble
aimlessly; disecting weltering seas
of paper.

Cough. Cough. Sneeze.
"May the stranger bless you."
"A kiss upon your navel."
"You are most welcome."
They—they • return. Examining

the examination of their examined
exams, examinated, yet only to be.

Until another pause—relax, stop,
thankful, inhale, blank version,
done—for repugnant politetee
occurs.

Cough. Cough. Sneeze.
"God bless you! Would you like

a tissue?"
"No thanks, I'm used to my

sleeve."
Pens faIlAtvg, back to paper as

Let's go back to my original line.
Ahem. I see Bruce cheating!"

Different point of view enters.
"Pardon me, good sir. But if I

may interject, if I may say, if I
may possibly help out in this
matter, perhaps this delicate, and
yet most troublesome, situation
could be rectified, if not
completely obsurred. For as I have
often said, 'particulars are so very
general.' Now you, sir, are
accussing this other gentleman of,
well, let us say taking unfair
academic advantage of the rest of
these fine students. Therefore, and
certainly with the vest of intent,
with the most noble intentions,
with the highest ideals in mind,
you wish to report his, well, for a
lack of a better word, crime. Yes,
truly, it is a wrong act. One that
we must not allow to go
unnoticed, to occur unchecked, to
run rampant in our midsts. But I
ask you to show a morsel of
Christian charity. Reprimand him,
advise him, make him truly aware
of the I hasevil s committed; of

•1 -

the sint. he takes u.port sovi 1.
et-tuna him that his cneattng

but a cheat upon himself. The
arAac,. Fcir

excrete, All, except one.
Seeing, knowing. His conscience

can only cry.
"I see Bruce cheating!"
Pens stop. Retorts fly.
"What kinda crap is this, man? I

didn't rat on you when ya brought
that crib sheet to last week's
Calculus exam!"
"I guess not, since you were

using it too! But I got you now.
You're gonna fry. Where are those
blasted Honor Commission people,
anyway? Never a fink when you
need one."

"Alright, big mouth, go ahead
and be a squeliee! You always were

a real twat cake."
"Yeah, well you can eat me.

You done been busted. Arrest that
man! Where are those Honor
Commission finkos?"

Soft sensuality speaks.
"Oh, Jimmy, don't pick on

Brucee. He was up very late last
night. He just didn't have time to
study. Don't you remember last
week when you didn't have time to
study, and—"
(With purple.) "Margaret, shut

your mouth! God damn, woman! I

thought we had something. Jesus
Christ! I thought you loved me."

"Tell him, Margaret. Tell the

stoolie you're through with him!"

"Now, Bruce, that's fiot true—al
all. I love both of you, and I want
you two to stop fighting this very
minute."h,

shove this bit. We're
getting completely off the script.

stick to his ribs like the dinner you
ate last night, his boss, the man
who laid such faith in his college
diploma, will ask that young man
the square root of 25. Then the
full impact of his deceit shall be
felt. A family left to starve, a
mortgage by the wayside, a
brilliant career in minimal clerking
down the proverbial drain. Point
out to our young friend that
cheating is like vandalism at the
Rathskellar, like sneaking cereal
boxes from the cafeteria, como tin
dia sin el jugo do la naranja. It only
hurts the students, the plebs, those
little creatures of juvenescence. If
all your reasoning can not, will
not, yes, won't not appeal to his
humanity, then take him out and
shoot him."
He disappears in a puff of

God-given smoke.
Foggy days chilling damp field.
Muffled drum beats drive

goose-stepping Jays of honor to
their commissioned duty. Solitary
leaf crushed beneath the boot.

he has paid his tuition in full, ten
time over. Only his very future
shall be the victim of his action.
Ten, twenty, maybe forty years
form this very day, which shall

"By the Honor vested in me by
my. acceptance papers. I hereby
complete angles on all 0 t ICTI1 or
those 8 ebf, gyi 2 orgir,imisie for r As so m a /e n aftertt e r

shots. Alright, gang, remember,
everyone will get a chance to place
a few holes, no matter how long it
takes!"

Golly gee, Sniffles.

For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge

It was Saturday night at 9:15
and I had just come out of Shriver
from watching "Carnal
Knowledge." With nothing else to
do, I went over to the dance at the
Pavillion to try to put my new
found wis- dom to work. And
there she was!...sitting alone, all by
herself on the edge of a couch near
one of the window walls. It
couldn't have been anyone but
Ann-Margaret herself, looking just
as pretty and desirable as ever.

It was too good a chance to
miss. I nonchalantly walked over
to the window near where she was
sitting and looked out. I was trying
to remember What they had said in
the film shen she turned to me.
Instantly I blurted out, "I hate
mixers, don't you? They're such an
artificial way of meeting people."

She replied, "This isn't a mixer.
But dances, mixers, they're all the
same. Let's go out- side for some
fresh air."

I followed her outside and

remembered my next line."Going
to dances is such an act.You put
on a different face with everyone
you meet. But the funny thing is,
is that you, yourself are an act."
"Stop acting," she replied.
"Okay," I said."How would you

like to go up to my room and see
my etchings?"
"How can you say that if you

know it doesn't make me happy?"
she asked.
"I'm sorry Ann. I've never said

anything like this ato a girl before.
This is my first time."
"Not Ann, Susan. You just have

to be nice, that's all. I do like you.
But I like you for other reasons."
"I didn't know that."
"All I want is to be loved, and

married."
"Hold it. Hold it. That's not

how your line goes in the movie."
"I know, but I wouldn't kick

you out of bed either..."
And so did two star struck

lovers meet....
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THE STUDENT COUNCIL COUNCIL SELECTIONS
COMMITTEE. will be conducting interviews for the
following committees on Tuesday, October 29:

Student Council Health Committee -
5 members

New. Student Council Commuter Committee
5 commuting members

Student Council Housing Committee -
5 members

Student Council Financial Aid Committee -
5 members

Student Council Issues Committee -
5 members

Shriver Hall Concert Series - 2 members
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Each committee will generate important
policy for the forthcomminq year in its respective field.

All candidates are required to attend, on

Tuesday, October 29 at 6:15 p.m. in the Student Council
office. If unable to attend, or for information, call Andy
Fredman at 889-0935 or Andy Savitz at extension 756.
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Hopkins Radio Club celebrates 'Golden Anniversary' -

Celebrating its "Golden

Anniversary" next year, the

Hopkins Amateur Radio Club has

already planned numerous

activites to commemorate the 50
year mark.

Tomorrow night, as part of the

Fall Weekend festivities, the club

will set up their "Beat the

Reaper," a popular electronic

game featured at last year's

Spring Fair. The game, originally

designed by club member

Leonard Levie, drew over 2000

contestants, last April, and con-

sists of a complex array of wires,

buzzers, and flashing colored

lights. Contestants must guide a
metal loop along a long solid cop-
per wire without touching it in a
15 second time limit. The game

will be located in teh Glass Pavil-
ion from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Satur-

day.
Phone patch

In addition to its participation
in the Fall Weekend, the club is
also sponsoring several other
major projects, including

International Morse Code Classes,

overseas "phone patch"

communications, and radio

contests.

Phone patches, radio

telephone hookups prepared by

the club, allow Hopkins students

to avoid costly phone calls to

home. One user of the phone

patch service, Luis Garcia, a

political economy graduate

student, commented, "I think

the Hopkins Radio Club is

performing a valuable service to

the university community. I am

personally grateful to the dui;

officers for allowing me the use

of their facilities to frequently

communicate with my family in

Santo Domingo."
This weekend several club

members will be competing in

the " CQ Worldwide DX

Contest," an international

amateur radio contest pitting the

operating skills of thousands of

amateurs against each other. The

object of the contest is to make

as many radio contacts as

possible within the 48 hour

period.
Additional projects already

completed by members include a

complete station remodeling and

construction of a new antenna.

Radio Club members are also

currently involved in relaying
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signals through special

communications satellites, the

latest of which is "OSCAR VII,"

(Orbiting Satellite Carrying

Amateur Radio). The satellite is

due to be launched October 29 in
California.
"Besides all our special

activities," club president Alec

Steingart stated," our FCC

licensed club members have free

use of the club's communications

equipment to talk with other
Radio Amateurs all over the
world." In the last few weeks,
members have contacted stations
in India, Laos, Japan, France,
USSR, Yugoslavia, Bolivia, South
AFrica, Egypt and New Zealand.
"We've talked with amateurs in
Antarctica and the Hospital Ship
HOPE," one member asserted.
Of particular concern to club

members is the threatened
re-location of the club station to
make way for a Baltimore Art
Museum sculpture garden.
"Although I have been assured

by Dr. Benton that the club will

be informed well in advance of

any re-location, I have recently

learned that detailed plans for a

White-Plains, N.Y. Bell Tel. switchboard

sculpture garden
drawn up,"
commented.

Other club officers include
Bob Dannals as Vice President,
Todd Rodgers as Treasurer,
Leonard Levie as Secretary, and
Steve Fick as Station Manager.
Morse code classes, taught by

senior Phil White, are conducted

have been
Steingart

every Wednesday and Thursday

at 7:00 in the club's station,
located south of Whitehead Hall.
"I'm so glad to see our code

. course works so well. Already
two of our students that started
the course in September are
prepared to take the Amateur

Radio License Exam," stated
White.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• GRADUATE STUDENTS• •
• in •
• GEOPHYSICS GEOLOGY MATHEMATICS •
••PHYSICS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING •

•
• B.A. M.Sc. Ph.D •
• •
• MR. AL BLOOMER of the Shell Company will be ••
•• on campus Friday, October 25, 1974, to discuss •

• EMPLOYMENT 
SCHOLARSHIPS:• 

• GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS •
• •
• It will be worth your while to be there. •
• Friday , October 25 •
• •
*GENERAL MEETING:1 2:00'-'-- 1:00pm Latrobe 112*

INTERVIEWING:' 1:00pm Latrobe 225 •
•
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Office of the Chaplain
"THE SUNDAY EXPERIENCE"

"NEW MAN AND NEW SOCIETY
IN PEOPLE'S CHINA"

4011111110.

'Presentation by
DONALD E. MACINNIS

Director, China Section. East Asian Division
THE INATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27,11:00 A. M
Great Hall

LEVERING HALL

BALTIMORE AREA 889-3400 1140111111.1W 44111.111111w .41111.1111W 11111.1W 1111111111W 4011111111w 401111111W .11111111
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A So, Reso,
The poet's politician throws his hat into the ring

By HOWARD NADJAR1
Eugene McCarthy? You mean Senator

Eugene McCarthy? Didn't he almost run
for the Presidency in 1968? Is he the one
who was the hero of thousands of campus
radicals and liberals in the late '60's? Oh
yeah. Out of office? Since 1970? No, I
didn't know that. And he's speaking at
Shriver? Great.

Big press conference with McCarthy
Wednesday afternoon. The Baltimore Sun
has been notified; there should be lots of
reporters and maybe eVen television
cameras— and us, the Newsletter boys.

Well, the press conference wasn't all it
was jacked-up to be. There were no
reporters from the Sun, no television
cameras, no crowds. Just us. We met with
the Senator and his entourage in the
Board Room in Shriver, and sat down to
a thirty minute conference with him. The
Senator spoke quietly, in a very subdued
nature. I noticed a lack of eye contact on
his part as we spoke with him; he toyed
with a glass of water, looked at the table,
and occasionally, as if preemptorily,
looked us in the eye. On this account, the
conference was a bit of a disappointment.
I had expected an energetic,
fire-in-the-eyes type—maybe I shouldn't
have. The Senator has, after all, been out
of the limelight for four years.

However, he told us, he wants to get
back into the center ring; he intends to
run for the Presidency in 1976. On which
ticket does he intend to run? The
Independent, he says. Do you really think

Eugene McCartny
you can win as an Independent? Won't he
just be drawing votes from the other
candidates? No, he thinks he can win.
Optimistic? Very. Realistic? Well, we'll
see in '76.

Inevitably, the questioning turned to
Watergate--more specifically, to President
Ford's pardoning of Richard Nixon. The
Senator really took me by surprise on this
one. He expressed his feelings that Nixon
had to be pardoned sometime. He
objected only to Ford's timing and
explanation of the pardon, calling it
"inept". How could you do this to me
Senator? You were my conception of the
liberal of liberals—now who can I look
to? Had to be pardoned 34 What• entitled
Richard Nixon to a pardon? He hadn't
even been indicted by the Watergate
grand jury, when already he was off the
,

WHAT CAMPUS ISSUES
ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT?

Would you like the "the Hut" to house reserve books?
Do you want to change the admissions policy?

Have you any ideas for the CUS? HAC?
Do you have any suggestions for the UGB?

Your Student Council will hold an informal
COFFEE & DONUT GET-TOGETHER
AT 7-9 PM ON OCTOBER 29, 1974

IN THE GREAT HALL.
ALL MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT- FACULTY

COMMITTEES AND THE UGBI WILL BE PRESENT
TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS, OR TO RECEIVE

YOUR IDEAS!

ANYONE INTERESTED IN PLAYING
DUPLICATE BRIDGE AT HOMEWOOD

CALL EITHER TERRI SWAN AT 243-7305

or

ALAN SAPAKIE AT EXTENSION 1365,

AND LET US KNOW WHAT NIGHT

YOU WOULD LIKE TO PLAY

********************

hook. And even after Nixon's
"acceptance" of the pardon, which in
itself implied guilt, Nixon himself made
no admission of guilt. If this isn't
arrogance, Senator, what is? Where is
your concept of equal justice for all?
Regardles, on the Shriver Wednesday
night.
The Senator drew a good crowd, in

contrast to the press conference. He was
sharp, witty, and a delight to listen to. He
concerned himself mainly with trends in
the use, concepts, and responsibilities of
the Presidency.
Tracing the Presidency from the

Truman administration to the Present,
McCarthy pointed out how, as time
progressed, the Presidents showed
diminishing concern for the relationship
between the executive and the judicial

and legislative branches. The Presidents
gradually drew power from them,
ultimately resulting in an
over-concentration of power in the
executive branch.

McCarthy cited President Johnson's
"personalization" of the office in his
referring to the Cabinet as "my Cabinet".
Showing great disrespect for the Supreme
Court Justices, he used one of them as his
personal lawyer. Johnson also appointed
the Chief Justice to head the Warren
Commission's investigation into the
assassination of President Kennedy,

• clearly an extra-judicial function. These
instances point out an outright weakening
of the separate functions of the different
institutions of the government.
The Senator was exceptionally tough

on President Nixon. Nixon's "incursion"
into Cambodia, without the approval of
Congress, took this usurpation of power
even further. When we saw how he uses
the Watergate Plumbers Unit, the
American public saw that the office of
the Presidency, not only Richard Nixon,
was getting out of hand.

Obviously we have to get the country
back into shape. The Senator suggested
that before we go into the 1976 election,
the definition of the office of the
Presidency, the sharing of responsibility
and power, and how the President may
use his power within the restraints of the
Constitution be reevaluated. Once we
have done this, then we can start
worrying about who to put in office.

PG

Vincent Canby of the New York Times says

"THE BEST AND THE
MOST ORIGINAL
AMERICAN
COMEDY
OF 1972.
As startling
in its way
as was
The Graduate:"

Neil Simons

The Heartbreak Kid
An Elaine May Film PkINTS.HY oF LUX/ • LIMBIV

fri. and
sat.

7:30 and 10

shri ve r hall

admission

$ 1.00
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ntil An Equal Sound Resounds, Record s Review

Mr. Jelly Lord: RCA Victor Vintage Series LPV-547
By JOE RODRIGUE

In New Orleans, in 1896, a city

ordinance was promulgated by Alderman

Sidney Story, restricting prostitution to a

thirty-eight block red-light district

adjoining Canal Street. Much to the

embarassment of the alderman, the area

became known as Storyville. Sporting

houses and high class 'mansions'

flourished here until 1917, when the
Navy closed the District down for good.
Music had always played an important
role in New Orleans society, and it

became the custom in Storyville for

madams to hire pianists to entertain and,
in a sense, accompany their guests.

Because of this great demand for talented

pianists, New Orleans soon became a
haven for musicians.

Blues Boy

One of the most gifted products of this

musically Stimulating environment was

Ferdinand 'Jelly Roll' Morton. Born in

1886 and raised in New Orleans, Morton
gained exposure to diverse styles of

music— ragtime, blues and opera, as well
as Spanish and French music. At fourteen
he was working as a 'professor' (pianist)
in sporting houses throughout the

district, and by 1902 was recognized as
one of the finest pianists in New Orleans.

Around 1905, however, business in the

mansions slacked off and Morton found

himself out of a job. It was at this time

that he began organizing his own small

bands.
This was fortunate, indeed; for it was

as a bandleader that Morton exerted his

most radical influence. He was the first

jazz musician to write down his band
arrangements in musical notation; and

even today his arrangements remain

models of sophistication and balance

within the jazz orchestra. Morton has

been called, " the first jazz intellectual"

and "the first great jazz composer", but

his recorded band performances

constitute his most enduring contribution

to American music. These performances

are even more remarkable in view of the

fact that the bands which Morton used

for recording dates were pickup groups;

he would show his men the effects he

wanted,they would rehearse for a few

hours and then record.
Off the Record

Bet%Wen- 1926 and 1930, Morton was

under exclusive contract with the Victor

Recording Company, and it was for

Victor that he recorded some of his

greatest masterpieces. This collection of

sixteen performances, one of a series

reissued by RCA Victor, is by no means

of consistent quality, but contains some

First concert of the 1974-75 season

by

THE PEABODY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Leo Mueller, conductor

Tuesday, October 29, 8:00 p.m.

Peabody Concert Hall

1 E. Mt. Vernon Place

Program:

Tragic Overture, op. 81   Brahms

Dance Suite   Bartok

Concerto for Piano & Orchestra
In A minor, op. 54 R Schumann

Orchestra Piece   Willis

Tickets:S1.00 general admission

50-cents, students & senior citizens

Scholarship Fund Benefit

Box Office: 837-0600, ext. 23

Western Maryland College
The Johns Hopkins University

JANUARY TERM
IN MEXICO

January 3-21, 1975

Study Mexican civilization and
visit Mexico City Puebla, Taxco

and Acapulco

18 days: $698.00;

deposit of $200
due October 28.

For more information,
please contact: Department of

Romance Languages Gilman 225

keep up with her constitutes an

achievement in itself.
In "Deep Creek Blues" Morton uses

sustained backgrounds behind lytical

solos, creating a fabric of sound. He

explores different ensemble combinations

to create a wide range of orchestral

colors.
This collection also includes two 1927

selections by the Jelly Roll Morton .Trio

(Johnny Dodds— clarinet, Jelly Roll

Morton—piano, Warren"Baby"

Dodds—drums). "Wolverines" and "Mr.

Jelly Lord" are among the finest jazz

trios on /record. These are trios in the

fullest sense of the word—each

instrument blends into a perfect

homogeneous whole, rather than solo and

accompaniment. This is in part a

manifestation of Morton's remarkable gift

for counterpoint which made him one of

the finest orchestral, as well as small

combo, pianists in jazz history. This

group, incidentally, was one of the first,

if not the first, clarinet-piano-drum trios

on record, long before the Benny
Goodman Trio, which was presented as
an innovation before the public, and
whose performances always remained
below those of the Morton Trio. There is
also included in this set an alternate take
of "Wolverines," previously unissued.
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I GERMAN EVENING I1
: Friday , October 25 8:30 pm :
1 The Glass Pavilion I
I 1
' German Music, Dancing ,Singing 1
1 I
1 Beer and Snacks I
I

of Morton's finest recorded work . Two

of these performances are by Wilton

Crawley and his orchestra; they are vastly

inferior to the rest but are included only

because Morton is the pianist. Eleven of

the sixteen selections are Morton

compositions.
These recordings typify the

characteristic qualities of Mort's work:

variety, contrast and balance. Anexample

is "Red Hot Pepper-Stomp," which is no

doubt one of Morton's most varied

rrecordings. Here Morton proves himself

master of the jazz orchestra. In this

monaural recording, he blends ten

instruments like a wizard, using

contrasting solos, varied backgrounds,

single and double breaks for different

combinations and of course his own

incomparable piano, winding it up with a

final exuberant ensemble chorus. This

recording swings..
Country Pie

"When They Get Lovin' " is a vocal

blues with piano accompaniment. This is

truly one of Morton's most sensitive and

moving accompaniments. Unfortunately

the vocalist, Miss Billie Young, was an

office girl by trade and her performance

here is less than inspiring. In particular,

she seems unable to keep correct time.

Morton's partially successful attempt to

I
I 1
1 Tickets at the door I
$2.50 members $3.00 non-members:
I EVERYBODY WELCOME .
1 1
I Sponsored by I

L TheJohrils.ji. .... . . ...HopkinsInternati ..s...International.., ... . ... .......;

" UNIVERSITY OF OSLO
INTERNATIONAL
SUIVIVIER SCHOOL

OSLO, NORWAY

June 28
to

August 8,1975

UNDERGRADUATE
AND

GRADUATE COURSES

For catalog write to:
Oslo Summer School Adnissions

do St. Olaf College
Northfield, Mn. 5057

Two years college required

PLACEMENT BUREAU INTERVIEWS

Graduate and Professional Schools: Seniors and other interested students.

Northwestern University—Graduate School of Management

University of Pennsylvania—School of Law
Washington and Lee—School of Law
American Graduate School of International Management

Columbia Univeristy—Grad. School of Business
M.I.T. —Dept. of Urban Studies and Planning
Univeristy of Rochester—Grad. School of Management

New York Univeristy—School of Law

Business, Industry, Government: Graduate students in their last year of study.

Texaco, Inc.
Westvaco
Analytic Services

Mon., Oct. 28
Tues., Oct. 29
Wed., Oct. 30

Thurs., Oct. 31
Fri. Nov. 1
Fri. Nov. 1

Tues. Nov. 5
Fri., Nov. 8

Monday,
Monday,

Wed.,

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4
4
6

The organizations listed above will be visiting Hopkins to interview interested students during the coming

%/reeks. Interested students are urged to come to the Placement Bureau, the Attic of Homewood House to sign

up for intervievts. Information from these organizations is available at the Placement Bureau. Information on

the foreign Service Exam is also available at the Placement Bureau.
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"I got four
more knuckles
than anybody.
One more on each finger.

I bought some guns and they got traced,and
the man I bought them for is doing 15 to 25.
But he had some friends. They put your fingers
in a drawer and one of them kicks it shut.

Ever hear bones breaking? Hurts like a b----.
You got no idea how it hurts:' —Eddie Coyle II
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Revamped Hopkins gridders to host Fordham Sunday
By STEPHEN LEVIN

It will be a revamped Hopkins
football team that hosts the
Fordham Rams at 2:00 Saturday
afternoon on Homewood Field.
Primarily due to injuries, Coach
Dennis Cox and his staff were
forced to re-arrange both the
Blue Jays offensive and defensive
units.

Only five
Out of the eleven men who

started the season on offense,
only five will be starting at those
same positions on Saturday. Mike
Rh odey remains at tailback,
Scott Smith at tight end, Bohn
Bajoarski at offensive tackle,
Marshall DeSantis at center, and
Gred DeLong at split end. All
other positions will be occupied
by new faces (or old faces at new
positions).
The big change is at fullback as

starter Sam Matz quit the team.

NEWS4ETTER

sports
He will be replaced by Franz
Wittlesberger who is moving from
his inside linebacker position on
defense. "Franz is big and strong
and should add to our running
game, as well as being a good
blocker," said Cox. Wittelsberger,
though a junior, lacks gridiron
expeience. He is in his premier
season of football action at
Homewood. He played football
in high school where he was an
All-Star linebacker, with limited
fullback activity as well. The
transition will be a big one but

Coach Cox feels Wittelsberger is
very capable of *making the
change successfully.

. Norbeck
Another key switch will be at

quarterback. Normal starter Bill
Morbeck has been switched to
safety where he will replace the
injured Jack Coulter. Norbeck's
replacement will be freshman
Dave Emala. Emala has gained
experience by filling in for
Norbeck at various times during
the season and should be able to
step in and do a capable job.

Lebanon victory a satisfying one
By JOHN TETZLAFF

The wide margin of victory,
20-35, made Saturday's journey
to Lebanon Valley a satisfying
one for the Blue Jay
cross-country team. The win
avenges a close defeat at Lebanon
Valley last year, and the heinous
spectacle of the tie on their track
in the spring.

Jeff Greve won his third race
in a row, by almost a minute
missing the course record by
seconds.
Kim Kennedy turned in a fine

race in finishing second, despite a
painful stress-injury in his foot.
Bob Alworth (4th), John

Tetzlaff (6th) and Jon Higdon
(7th) rouncled out the Hopkins
top five who had a fine spred of
only 83 seconds

John Sacowicz (11th), Sean
O'Brien (14th), Dan Berlowitz
(15th), Jeff Higdon (16th) and
Joe Mohen (17th) were the
remaining Hopkins finishers.
Mohen and Higdon engaged in a
pitched battle for last place on
the track which was won by 440
candidate Mohen. He came from
100 yards behind Higdon to lose
by inches to a staggering Jeff.
Coach Masken was quick to

produce last year's times for the
Hopkins top five, and compare

them to today's results. A good
indicator of the team's progress is
the fact that every pace improved
almost a minute, with some
improving more. These times are
over the same course at the same
point in the season.

• Best

The win raises the team record
•to 7-3, and assures the team of
having its best record in Coach
Masken's tenure. The low top
five spread points to good things
in the championship.

After an off-weekend, the
team faces Washington College

next Tuesday, here at Hopkins.
Based on last year's race, this
should be a fairly easy race for
the Blue Jays.

Joey Devlin, also a freshman
will probably be starting at
flanker in place of the injured
Tom Cirillo. Freshman Bill
McEnroe will be replacing ayne
Panullo at offensive uard.
Panullo suffered an ankle in ury
against Trenton State and is
listed as doubtful for Sautrday.
Mark Salvaggio will be operating
at the other guard spot, usually
occupied by John Nutting.
Nutting will be playing in
Wittelsberger's inside linebacker
post on defense. The other new
face is at offensive tackle, where
Dick Witsil will be starting in Jim
Duffy's slot. Duffy has been
moved to Ron Hall's outside
linebacker position since Hall is
out for the season with a knee
injury.

Newcomers

Hopefully, this has not left

you utterly dazed and confused,
but if so, here is everything in a
nutshell. Offensively, there will
be .six :'newcomers"—both,
guards, one tackle, quarterback;
fullback, and flanker. Here's the
starting offensive unit: Marshall
DeSantis at center, Mark
Salvaggio and Bill McEnroe at the
guards, Dick Witsil and John
Bojarski the tackles, Scott Smith
at tight end, Greg DeLong at split
end, Joey Delvin at flankerback,
Dave Emala at quarterback, Mike
Rhodey will be the tailback, and
Franz Wittelsberger the fulback.

; Stable
Defensively, the situation is a

bit more stable with only three
additions: Duffy, Ntitting, and
Norbeck. With tifb return of
defensive tackle Willie Oliver, the
front four is intact. Frr
Wiegman and co-captain Bruc
Parker are the ends, with Oliver
and Curtis Johnson manning the
tackle posts. Duffy and Mark.
Hetherington will be the outside
linebakcers with Nutting and Bob
Maimone holding down the
inside posts. Brian Coulter and
co-captain Rick Kramer will be
the defensive halfbacks and
Norbeck will start at safety.

Jays tie quaker hooters 0-0 here
By JOHN BLOOMENTLIAL
The varsity soccer squad

played the Little Quakers of
Swathmore College to a 0-0 tie
last Friday night on Homewood
field. A crowd of roughly 300

enthusiasts turned out despite
the brisk weather. In ninety
minutes of viewing, they were
treated to one of the best
coordinated Hopkins efforts of
the season.

gym shorts
B1A Tennis Tournament

In last weekends BIA Tennis
Tourney, Vincent-Williard won
the dormitories with Gildersleeve
second, while ATO and Sig Nu
tied for first in the fraternities
division. Rich Nomady and Bob
Thorne were the dorm and frat
singles champions, respectively.
In doubles competition*, Mark

Subbotin and Mat Laskowski
won it all for ATO. John Watkins
and E. Rowan teamed to win the

dorm doubles in an all
Vincent-Williard finals.

Orienteering
A sport popular in Europe

based on cross-country
navigation and map-reading skills
is known as orienteering. The
first orienteering meet will be
held on Saturday. October 26 at
1:30 at the Prettyboy Reservoir
parking lot near the dam. No
experience is necessary.
Compasses will be available for a

$3.50 deposit. The entry fee is
$.50. For more information
please call Paul Ringold at ext
770.

Basketball Manager
The Hopkins Varsity and TV

basketball teams are in need of a
manager and a scorekeeper.
Anyone interested please contact
either Coach Rupert or Sports
Information Director Craig
Stevens at the Athletic Center or
extension 791.

Rifle team outguns Dickinson in the cold
Despite the cold temperatures,

a different firing procedure from
what they are used to, and poor
range conditions in general, the
members of the JHU Varsity
Rifle Team defeated Dickinson
College in their first league meet
of the season last Saturday,
October 19, on the range of the
Army War College in Carlisle, Pa.
Upon arrival at the range, the

team was informed that the
heater was broken. The resulting
cold was enough to make it
difficult for the team members to
keep their rifles held steady
Furthermore, the range
necessitated a change in shooting
procedure.

Normally, three targets are
chot in a 511 minute period: one

prone, one kneeling, and one
standing. It is up to each
individual to decide the order he
will shoot them and how much
time to use for each position.

However the Carlisles range is
not equipped with a pulley
system for the targets. Therefore.
it was necessary for everyone to
shoot the, same position at the
same time. and to wait until each
shooter was finished shooting
one position before starting the
next target Thus, those shooters
finishing first lost time that they
would normally be able to use.

Nevertheless, the Hopkins
'team was able to beat Dickinson
by a score of 1103 to 1028.

"In all fairness to Dickinson,"
stated acting team captain Glenn

i-larner, "they're a new team this
year and the win was not as easy
as we thought it would be, but
then again we were missing four
of our top seven shooters.'
Horner placed first on the team
with a score of 232 out of a
possible 300, followed by Beth

'Terranova with a 228. The
surprise of the day came from
the third place finisher, John
Laczin. who shot a near perfect
prone score of 97 out of 100,
with a 227 total Fourth and

. fifth were Gary Slebzak with a
223 and Linda Joy with a 193.

• 'The scores airen't
spectacular," said Horner, "but
they show fairly equal ability
within the team, which will
provide an incentive for higher

scores. Dickinson's problem is
that they have one really good
shooter, but no one to back him
up.' He added that with better
conditions, the Hopkins scores
would be higher, as they've
proven many times on their own
range

Pressure

The new coach of the team,
Sergeant Major Virgil Porter was
also pleased with some of the
new shooters. who. despite
match pressure were able to
better their shoot-off scores by
about 20 points Although their
scores weren't good enough to
place in the top five (only the
top five scores count in a match),
they .show potential for the
future

The Blue Jays gave prompt
notice that they are no easy
birds. Swathmore took the
opening kickoff and hurtled__
ieadlong into nowhere. The Jays
had learned at Kickinson that
early strikes can prove all too
devastating and were careful not
to be scored upon.
As the half progressed,

Swathmore set about their
predictable pattern. The Little
Quakers are not an independent
minded tribe. They rely heavily
on the offensive prowess of their
center lineman Mac Todman, a
chieftain with impeccable
credintials. Todman plays an
exquisite brand of soccer. Adroit
is too shallow a word to describe
his dribbling, deft too hollow an
epithet to characterize his
passing. He accelerates with a
swiftness and power that would
put Evel Knievel's Sky Cycle to
shame, he strikes with a
lightening agility that leaves
lesser rivals reeling. In four
previous contests, he had
accumulated five goals The
Quakers were counting on him to
repeat past performances. But he
was stifled by the Hopkins
defense.
Swathmore took only five

shots the entire first period. They.
managed but three more in the
second. Of the seventeen
Hopkins shots, maybe half could
just as easily have been goals.
Four Hopkins strikes skimmed
off the top of the Quaker goal
support and out of bounds. Torn
Myrick, Greg Cunningham, Larry
McGowan, Joe Rutkowski, Bruce
Casenave, Kurt Masenhuttl, Gary
lngatowski all had scoring
opportunities, but failed to
capitalize.
Other statistics: corner

kicks—Hopkins 5, Swathmore 3;
saves--Bukowski 4, Quaker
Goalie Jim Harvey 7.
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